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What makes a note different enough to deserve its own
catalog space and number, and what notes are sufficient
to constitute a "complete" collection?

T HERE are several factors that give a note its unique
characteristics. These include the plate from which the
note was printed; the stage or level of completeness of

the note; items added to the note after printing, such as signa-
tures or stamps; the way in which the note was cancelled or
redeemed; the color or colors of inks used; the number of
plates used, to include undertints or overprints; the method of
production, such as proof, or routine ciculation printing; the
purpose of the note, i.e. essay or specimen versus a circulating
note; the position of the note on the printing plate which de-
termines the plate letter; and the paper used for the note. All of
these factors may contribute to minor variations of a basic note
design. Additional varieties were created when genuine notes
were counterfeited, altered, or raised in denomination.

A unique design obviously creates a "type" that warrants
cataloging and collecting. The identical design used for a
different denomination from the same issuer would also be
considered a type note. But, if the plate were changed very
slightly, such as location of the cashier's signature, or addition
of a countersignature line, would such a note be a variety or a
separate type note? And, if identical notes had different hand
written places of redemption added, would they be different
"types" or would one simply be a variety of the other? Would
the answer vary if the different redemption locations were en-
graved on the plates rather than being handwritten? And, if a
plate was reused by a successor printer with a new logo added,
would it create a "type" note or a variety? If that same note was
improved or updated by adding a color tint or back design,
would the later notes be "types" or varieties?

And so it goes. Clearly we need to establish some ground
rules. Coin and stamp collectors have the same problem;
someone was always messing around with a perfectly good de-
sign, or "type" note, stamp, or coin by making minor changes or
improvements. Most collectors are only interested in aquiring
major "types," while the dedicated specialist looks to obtain
every minor variety of an issue for detailed study.

For purposes of cataloging note issues, I believe that all varie-
ties of every note should be listed under the basic "type" design.
Varieties would not receive a unique catalog number, as re-
served for "types," but instead would get a subscript added to
the basic "type" number. Therefore, all that remains is to estab-
lish the rules on what constitutes a "type" note. As we do this,
we should keep in mind the following questions:

I. Do the notes appear different enough that the average col-
lector will want to obtain both of them?

2. Are the notes available (affordable) enough to collect?
3. Is there a truly significant difference in the notes?

First, any note with a unique design, including vignettes,
denomination, or printed place of issue will always constitute
a separate "type" note and be given a unique catalog number.
Anything added after the note was printed, such as signatures,
stamps, or handwritten locations, will be considered as a va-
riety of the basic type design. All counterfeits and alterations
will be listed as varieties. Corrections made to plate errors, such
as spelling for subsequent printings, are considered varieties.
Proofs, specimens, essays (including color trials), and notes
printed on different paper, i.e., which may indicate the in-
tended purpose for the note, are also varieties. The stage of
completeness of the note, such as trial proofs, faceplate print
without overprint, or face only without back printing, will also
be listed as varieties. Plate position differences are varieties, as
are minor plate changes, such as "cashier" substituted for
"banker," a printed date replacing a written date, or different
printed dates for otherwise similar designs. Different printer
logos on the same plate and the presence or absence of over-
prints, to include machine serial numbers, are varieties.

There are at least three major differences that will always be
considered as separate "type" notes. The first is any title change
for the bank or other issuer made on the plate. The second is
any change in the wording of the redemption clause. This is
considered to be significant because it probably reflects
changes in the economic conditions at the time of issue, which
may be the reason for the note issue. And the last "type" will be
where major changes are made in other printed text on the
note. What constitutes a "major' word change, thereby creating
a "type" note as opposed to "minor" word changes creating only
a variety, will be left to the judgement of the cataloger. One ex-
ample that comes to mind would be a change in wording caused
by political legislation, such as a guarantee requirement. All other
rules on types and varieties are non-negotiable and will remain
inviolate until someone writes some new ones.

A major consideration in the question of "type" versus "varie-
ties" for albums should be the wants and needs of the collector.
Often, major designs, or "types',' are the only issues collected
because it would be too expensive to pursue all the minor vari-
eties of every similar design. And, most varieties are not readily
noticeable to the casual observer. Therefore, the creators of col-
lector albums need to know what the "types" are, since most
collectors don't want a larger, more expensive volume con-
taining costly varieties they will never own anyway. From the
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25c 'Type" note. This is the issued version of this merchant's scrip, dated Nov., 10th 7862.

25¢ Type note or variety? Although this note has a different date than the "type" example, along with some
other differences, it is considered a variety. It may have been a trial note leading to the final design.

$1 'Type" note. This note is complete and ready for signatures. It has a unique design and a red overprint "ONE"
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$1 Type note or variety? Although very similar to the "type" note above, this note has a different printed location so it is consid-
ered a separate "type" by our rules.

$1 'Type" note. The note has a unique design and the location is indicated as "Ft. Leavenworth."

$1 Type note or variety? This note is printed on heavy paper, has no red overprint, and the redemption clause is incomplete.
It is considered a variety. It may have been a trial note leading to the final design.

(Continued on page 23)
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